
Celebrating the Cohesion of the Psyche 

 

In 2006, by chance, Sara Hannant witnessed a collective celebration in 

Deptford, a Jack-in-the-Green re-enactment. This casual occurrence would uncover 

her “interest in the hidden stories of England” and prompt her present research, 

leading her to follow similar events, large or small, throughout the country. Sara 

Hannant captures images and enquires about the sense of cryptic traditions, 

mapping an impressive network of communities that share the urge to animate 

archaic symbols, old, unclear, resonant and contagious. The artist explains: ‘The 

devolution of the UK has drawn much attention to notions of English identity, 

promoting a revived interest in traditions and folkloric events. Protests against the 

blacked up faces of Mummers and Morris dancers as racially offensive are met with 

opposition from performers who assert the value in the continuation of traditional 

“guises”. My images aim to explore whether it is possible to retrieve traditions and 

identities, within a multi-ethnic society, without ostracising other communities. My 

research has been to expose the transnational intersections of culture, tradition and 

authenticity’. 

The gatherings that Hannant follows are participatory, involving a varying 

number of people and bearing a diverse morphology that mythologizes either 

processes of nature or historical incidents: Jack-in-the-Greens, Straw Jacks, Horn 

Dances, nocturnal Barrels of Fire and torchlight processions, dramatization of tales 

of slaves or pirates that came from the sea, Mummers plays with trials of Turkish 

knights, and other musical or dance performances. Due to their mythological 

character, they are not allegories of objective occurrences, but symbolic expressions 

of the inner, unconscious drama of the psyche that becomes accessible to man’s 

consciousness by way of projection. They respond to an imperative need, or 

irresistible unconscious psychic urge, to assimilate all outer experiences to inner, 

psychic events1. The universal underlying psychic conflict expressed by the 

opposition between organic raw manifest instinct and the finer virtual elaborations 

held beyond intellect is provisionally resolved by a return to the primeval 

‘totalization’, a cancellation of the differentiated and determined condition of man.  

In the images shown at the House Gallery and at the Camberwell College on 

the Wilson Road building, Hannant brings forth the paradoxical nature of these 
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events. The artist shows the simultaneous course of the two times, 

chronological/historical and non-chronological/a-historical. Most remarkably, 

Hannant’s photographs show the emergence of a predominantly non-institutional, 

self-organized and self-determined cultural movement that counterpoises the 

established politics of culture. With its strictly experimental character, it represents 

a deeply rooted tendency towards the concrete. These celebrations challenge the 

status of much of the contemporary artwork assigned as ‘participatory events’, which 

comes as mere intellectual curiosity that fails to address the deepest and truest needs 

of the individual. The primordial images displayed in the celebrations are 

empowering: they are reminders of man’s creative teleology, and address those who 

seek to apprehend the unseen happenings of the psyche. They contain a revealed 

knowledge that is usually hidden: they set forth the secrets of the psyche in glorious 

arrangements. They give man the premonition of the divine at the same time 

safeguarding him from immediate experience of it, that is, they are dams and walls to 

keep back the dangers of the unconscious2. 

 

A young man stares in abstraction, dressed as Maid Marion, holding with 

both hands what he said were female tools (Maid Marion, The Abbots Bromley Horn 

Dancers, Staffordshire, 2007). In the cultural frame of traditional societies, there is no 

separation between the tool – the real, concrete object – and the symbol that fills it 

with value, or between a technique and the magic-religious operation that it implies. 

In an archaic context, all innovations are accepted as so many revelations, taking 

only a few generations for a recent innovation to be invested with all the prestige of 

the primordial revelations. In the same way, cross-dressing is a common device to 

express the dissipation of attributes, the fluidity of forms and, hence, the return to 

illo tempore, the ‘creative’ time by excellence. 

A woman holds a horned sceptre with both hands, her arms stretched high 

(Lammas ritual giving thanks for the harvest, Sussex, 2008). Re-appropriated by the 

modern pagan movement, this celebration of harvest is retrieved from its former 

Christian adaptation. In Hannant’s image, the circle of people that gather around the 

woman is half in the sunlight and half present as shadows, which illustrates the 

passage between instances of the psyche, conscious and unconscious. The usual 

blackening of faces is the equivalent of ‘becoming a shadow’ (Padstow Mummers, 
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2009), a sign of belonging to the unconscious realm, which is reinforced by the 

respective tales that tell of black faced 'strangers' coming from the sea.  

A man dressed as Joker holds a rope that tethers a Straw Bear (German Straw 

Bear, Whittlesea Straw Bear Festival, Cambridgeshire 2009). The Joker is the zero card 

of the Tarot deck, it is the pre-formal stage preceding all creation. The Straw Bear 

indicates the end of an agricultural cycle, and the embryonic mode of the next, all 

the energy of archaic man showing that between the three moments, generation-

death-regeneration, there should be no division, for they have a cosmogonic 

valency3. On the window of the shop where the Straw Bear has entered we see icons 

of contemporary imagery, posters of Disneyland: examples of the present, decayed, 

‘easy substitutes’ for the major religious experiences and symbols4.  

Several young people, women and men, dance around a fountain (Beltane, 

London, 2007). Man’s descent to water is needed in order to evoke the miracle of its 

coming to life. Water is the commonest symbol for the unconscious and, 

psychologically, it means spirit (what is beyond intellect) that has become 

unconscious. But water is earthy and tangible, thus it is also the fluid of the instinct-

driven body, blood and the flowing of blood5. Water is always germinal, containing 

the potentiality for all forms in its unbroken unity. Within cosmogony, myth, rite 

and iconography, water fulfils the same function in any type of cultural pattern: it 

precedes every form and sustains every creation. Immersion in water symbolizes the 

return to the pre-formal, a complete regeneration, a new birth, for immersion 

signifies dissolution of forms and reintegration in the informal of pre-existence, and 

emerging from the water is repeating the act of creation in which the first form was 

created. Finally, the living water that falls, pours down with an effect of cure and 

fertility: life, force and eternity are contained in this water that remakes creation, 

taking away what should be dissolved, restoring the primordial integrity and 

allowing for a new creation6.  

 

Suzana Vaz, June 2009. 
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